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Context  

This large Wild Land Area (WLA) covers 514 km2 of southern Caithness and the eastern fringe of Sutherland, 
extending across the interior peatlands between Forsinard in the north, Causeymire in the east, the Strath 
of Kildonan in the west, and Braemore and the hills above Helmsdale in the south.  It is one of a group of 
three areas distinguished by extensive low lying peatland, in contrast to many of the more mountainous 
WLAs.  A major route flanks its eastern edge, and main road its southern and western edge, but to the 
north only the railway line and isolated Altnabreac station enable access.  

This area is located within part of The Flow Country - ‘flow’ being a northern term to describe any flat, deep 
and wet bog.  The Caithness and Sutherland flows represent the largest continuous expanse in Britain of 
blanket bog, in total extending to 4000 km²i.  Adjacent to the north and west edge are some extensive 
areas of conifer plantation established in the 1970s and 80s after widespread drainage works.   

The peatlands overlie compressed, clayey, poorly drained glacial till, which comprises gently undulating 
sheets of rubbly glacial material laid down during the Ice Age.  In contrast, the prominent landmark hills 
that rise up from the peatland, including the cones of Morven and Maiden Pap, are formed of Old Red 
Sandstone.  Additionally, the convex rounded hills extending north of Helmsdale and up the eastern side of 
Straths Kildonan and Halladale are formed of hard Caledonian granites. 

The WLA is largely uninhabited, apart from a few isolated estate houses.  It is edged in the north by the 
railway line between Forsinard and Scotscalder and conifer plantations, although peatland continues 
beyond these across into the East Halladale Flows WLA (39).  Settlement and roads surround the area on its 
west, south and eastern edges; however, you can only see clearly into the area from elevated sections of 
the A9 at Causeymire, the minor roads to Strathmore and Braemore, and the railway line.  This is because 
rising slopes tend to screen inward views from other locations.   

There are a number of tracks and paths into the WLA, although none cross the western area around 
Knockfin Heights.  The WLA is generally visited by small numbers of people, but the isolated hill tops of 
Maiden Pap, Morven and Scaraben (the latter two being Grahams), are relatively popular destinations for 
hillwalkers, and the surrounding area is visited by those taking part in fishing and shooting.   

The WLA is located within part of The Flow Country and Berriedale Coast Special Landscape Area, whose 
descriptionii notes ‘the vast open sweep of the peatlands with the long, low horizon evokes strong feelings 
of isolation and wildness’.  The area also includes many conservation designations such as SSSIs, Special 
Aras of Conservation and Special protection Areas, and The Flow Country is on the Tentative List for 
designation as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  Within this listiii it is stated that: ‘The Flow Country … 
provides an extensive area of wild land and solitude on an otherwise highly developed and densely 
populated island.  As wild areas such as these are typically mountainous… large, continuous areas such as 
the Flow Country are exceptional’.    
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Key attributes and qualities of the wild land area  
 

 Awe inspiring simplicity of wide open peatland from which rise isolated, arresting, steep 
mountains 

This WLA includes a wide expanse of open and sweeping peatland.  The landform and vegetation are simple 
at a broad level, resulting in a strong horizontal emphasis – a simple composition that creates a strong 
sense of awe.   
Views of ‘wide skies’ and dynamic weather conditions also 
heighten the perceived naturalness of the landscape, whilst the 
high exposure contributes to a sense of risk. 

The simplicity of landcover and waterbodies mean it is typically 
difficult to perceive scale and distance across the WLA.  In 
some places, this can result in the area appearing to be far 
more extensive than it actually is.   

Throughout the WLA, most views of the open peatland include distinct landmark hills within the backdrop.  
Morven is the most prominent of these, with its high conical profile, but it forms just one of a group of hills 
that also includes Maiden Pap, Small Mount, Smean and Scaraben.  The contrast between the steep hills 
and the surrounding open peatland amplifies the distinctive qualities of each that appear very awe 
inspiring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The elevation and openness of the hills means that their peaks are extremely exposed.  In addition to their 
steep, rocky and rugged slopes, this results in a sense of risk, whilst their ascent and descent is physically 
challenging.   
The height and isolation of the hills means that they offer 
panoramic views of the surrounding landscape.  These allow a 
greater appreciation of the vast scale of the open peatland, as 
well as revealing the layout of pools, rivers and vegetation that 
contribute to the sense of naturalness.  The views also reveal 
human elements within the surrounding area which can 
indicate the extent of the WLA is more limited than sometimes 
perceived at lower levels.  

In addition to the isolated hills within the WLA, the arresting qualities of the area are influenced by views to 
other prominent hills outside the area, facilitated by the openness of the surrounding peatland.  These 
include the Bens Griam to the west, Ben Loyal to the north west (WLA 38), and Ben Klibreck (WLA 35) to 
the south west.   

 Irregular peatland and dubh lochan, comprising a complex mix of hidden pools, bogs and 
lochans that contribute to perceived naturalness and limit access 

The peatlands are mainly flat and gently sloping or undulating at a broad scale, but nonetheless very 
rugged at a detail level, with a combination of rough vegetation tufts, bogs, pools, lochans and lochs.  This 
irregularity amplifies the sense of naturalness and means that it is extremely difficult and physically 
challenging to walk through the peatland.  As bogs and waterbodies are hidden within the low, subtle 
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undulations, it is also impossible to know where these lie ahead in order to select a direct line, so routes 
tends to be circuitous and the sense of remoteness is increased.   

In some places there is a complex and awe-inspiring pattern of 
pools known as ‘dubh lochan’ (although these may be seasonal 
and dry-up during summer when they are exposed as 
depressions).   The distinctive layout of these pools can be 
appreciated from the tops of adjacent hills (similar to aerial 
views often depicted in photographs of the Flow Country); 
however, on the ground it is very difficult to discern their 
distribution.   
Their obstruction to movement, in combination with a high level of exposure in all directions and few 
visitors to these areas, results in a perception of high risk.  One area of extensive dubh lochan is Knockfin 
Heights, in the west of the WLA, which is located upon an elevated plateau surrounded by distant 
mountains.  The contrast of scales here is awe-inspiring, as the intricacies of the pools and mossy 
vegetation is seen against the superlative simplicity of the plateau and distant mountain peaks.   

 An extensive remote interior with few visitors in contrast to the margins of the area from 
which many people view into the WLA 

There are few visitors to the interior of this WLA, mainly because of its remoteness and lack of reputation 
for recreation, resulting in strong qualities of solitude.  Both the hill tops and peatland are very difficult and 
physically challenging to cross off-path – the former being steep, rocky and rugged, whilst the latter is very 
uneven with a combination of bogs, pools and rough vegetation.   

Some parts of the WLA contain no tracks or paths, for example over Knockfin Heights and west of Morven.   
In contrast, other areas include several estate tracks penetrating from the edge, and one that crosses 
between Braemore in the south and Dalnawillan Lodge in the north.  Users of these tracks include 
fishermen and stalkers accessing remote lodges and lochs, hill walkers accessing the hill tops, and mountain 
bikers.   

Most of the tracks are fairly discrete no-through routes along 
the glens, tending to get rougher with increased distance and 
time penetrating the interior, and thus reinforcing the 
perception of remoteness.  Conversely, some are of a higher 
grade construction and there are also some parts of the WLA in 
which several tracks have cumulative effects and are clearly 
seen from nearby hill tops.   

Although the WLA interior is visited by relatively few people, the area is viewed by many more from its 
edges.  These include travellers on the railway line at the northern edge, from which the elevation of the 
track enables distant views to both the north (towards the East Halladale Flows WLA 39) and south.   
Many people also view the WLA from the A9 main road 
between Inverness to Thurso that runs near to the eastern 
edge.  There is a strong appreciation of the wild land qualities 
looking into the interior from this margin, although a number 
of local human elements create distractions.   

Human artefacts and evidence of contemporary land use occur 
around the margins and in some localised parts of the interior.  
These elements tend to be visible over long distances due to 
the openness and simplicity of the landscape, particularly if 
they are tall, upon elevated ground and/ or of contrasting form 
or colour to the backdrop.  They are also clearly noticeable 
when seen from the isolated hills and/or edges of hill ranges 
within the area.  Where visible, these elements can diminish 
the sense of sanctuary, even where physical remoteness and 
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the sense of awe is high; however the WLA is sufficiently large 
in relation to the number and distribution of these that other 
areas seem unaffected.   

To the north, there are currently some extensive conifer plantations outside the WLA boundary which are 
very prominent (especially when highlighted during frost or snow) and emphasise the limited extent of the 
WLA.  Their incongruity diminishes the sense of naturalness, whilst their lines, edges, colour and pattern 
contrast to the peatland simplicity and openness that contribute to awe-inspiring qualities. 

There are also a number of isolated plantation blocks within the WLA that contrast to the sense of 
naturalness and, in some places, diminish the arresting qualities of landmark hills against which they are 
seen, although these effects tend to be localised.  

 

 

 

 

 

    

 Wide glens containing meandering rivers that limit access and are often the focus for 
isolated historic features 

A number of open glens penetrate the interior peatland, 
highlighted by the meandering routes of watercourses as well 
as, in some places, past or current grazing associated with 
historic settlement and land use.  Some rivers cannot be 
crossed at certain times, limiting access and increasing 
remoteness, although some glens contain tracks and bridges to 
aid access, as well as other human elements.   

 Rolling, interlocking hills in the south containing remote, sheltered glens with limited 
visibility 

To the south of the landmark hills that include Morven and 
Scaraben, the WLA comprises a range of more rounded, rolling 
and interlocking hills that reflect the underlying granite 
geology.  The convex slopes of these hills limit visibility and 
create shelter within the dividing glens to increase the sense of 
remoteness and sanctuary.  There is generally a greater 
number of human artefacts and evidence of contemporary 
land use within these hills compared to the north, such as deer 
fences and muirburn.  There are also a high number of 
historical features within the hills above the Strath of Kildonan, 
including hut circles.   
 
                                                           
Endnotes and select references 

i
 R A Lindsay, D J Charman, F Everingham, R M O'Reilly, M A Palmer, T A Rowell and D A Stroud Edited by D A Ratcliffe 
and P H Oswald (1988) The Flow Country - The peatlands of Caithness and Sutherland .  Available at: 
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/pubs88_TheFlowCountry_part1.pdf 

ii
 The Highland Council (2011) Assessment of Highland Special Landscape Areas.  Inverness, The Highland Council.   

iii
 Information on inclusion upon the Tentative List of World Heritage Sites available at:  

http://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5679/ 
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Site assessment carried out August and September 2014 

 


